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• With trading conditions normalizing following the three-day weekend in the US, the US Dollar

Index stays relatively quiet early Tuesday. The ISM's August Services PMI will be the only high-

tier data featured in the US economic docket.

• During the Asian trading hours, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) announced that it hiked its

policy rate by 50 basis points (bps) to 2.35% from 1.85%. In its policy statement, the RBA said

that it expects to increase the policy rate further over the months ahead but noted that the board is

not on a pre-set rate path.

• Earlier in the day, Germany's Destatis reported that Factory Orders contracted by 13.6% on a

yearly basis in July, compared to the market expectation for a decrease of 6.1%. On energy-related

news, Gazprom's Deputy CEO Vitaly Markelov stated on Tuesday that Nord Stream 1 pipeline will

not be launched until Siemens Energy replaces the faulty equipment.
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EURUSD

 The EUR/USD pair is displaying a minor correction after printing an intraday high of 0.9970 in

the Asian session. On Monday, the asset displayed a firmer rebound after halting the crucial

support of 0.9900.

 The eurozone bulls are picking bids as odds are advancing for a hawkish stance by the European

Central Bank (ECB) on interest rates. As price pressures are soaring in the trading bloc, ECB

President Christine Lagarde may announce a rate hike by 50 basis points (bps).

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the downtrend line from August 11 high at 1.0000, which

will send the pair to August 31 high around 1.008. A breach of the latter will drive the major to

middle August swing low surrounding 1.0130. On the contrary, bears can take control if the major

plunge below the support of 0.9900. This will drive the pair towards 02 December 2002 low

around 0.9860.
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 GBP/USD remains on the buyer’s radar even after paring the daily gains around 1.1575 during

early Tuesday morning in Europe.

 “Incoming Prime Minister Liz Truss has drafted plans to fix annual electricity and gas bills for a

typical UK household at or below the current level of £1,971 ($2,300),” said Bloomberg after

Truss won a contest to become the next UK Prime Minister. The news also mentioned that She’s

under pressure to come up with a solution to surging energy prices that are crushing families and

businesses in the UK.

 A minor pullback move towards the support of 1.1550 will be an optimal buying opportunity for

investors, which will drive the major towards 1.1600, followed by August 28 low around 1.1650.

On the flip side, Should the support of 1.1550 breaks, then there will be prospects of a correction

towards 1.1500.
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 USD/JPY pares early Asian session losses around 140.57 heading into Tuesday’s European

session while cheering the firmer US Treasury yields and the market’s risk-on mood.

 Earlier in the day, Japan’s Overall Household Spending dropped to 3.4% YoY for July, from 4.2%

expected and 3.5% prior. Further, the Labor Cash Earnings also eased to 1.8% on a yearly basis

while compared to 2.5% market consensus and 2.2% prior.

 It’s worth noting that the verbal intervention from Japanese policymakers seems to fail in

defending the JPY bulls. Recently, Japanese Finance Minister Shunichi Suzuki said on Tuesday

that “I have the impression that recent forex moves are becoming more significant.”

 An upward sloping resistance line from August 22, around 141.50, restricts immediate upside if

yen pair before directing the bulls to 31 August 1998 high surrounding 142.50. On the contrary,

pullback move could aim July’s peak near 139.40.
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 The XAU/USD trims a part of its intraday gains to a one-week high and retreats below the $1,720

level during the early European session.

 The US dollar extends its retracement slide from a two-decade high for the second successive day

and turns out to be a key factor offering some support to the dollar-denominated commodity. That

said, a generally positive tone around the equity markets keeps a lid on any further gains for the

safe-haven gold. The global risk sentiment got a lift after the Chinese government vowed more

measures to support economic growth.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass downtrend line from August 15 high at $1,730, which will

send the precious metal to the $1,740 level. On the contrary, bears can take control if the asset

plunge below the support of $1,710. This will drive the Gold towards psychological support of

$1,700.
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 US stocks closed lower Friday following data showing the economy added more jobs than

expected in August while the unemployment rate rose. Energy was the sole gainer, while

communications services was the steepest decliner.

 The S&P 500 down 1.07% to 3,924.27. Should the asset drops below the 3,900 support, further

fall will be expected for index. An occurrence of the same will drag S&P 500 to May 20 low

surrounding 3,800. On the other hand, if the bulls can push the price above the resistance of 4,000,

they will aim the downtrend line from August 16 high, near 4,070.

 In company news, Lululemon Athletica raised its full-year guidance after beating sales and

earnings expectations in the fiscal second quarter as strong demand, rather than markdowns and

price promotions, continues to drive growth.
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